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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territor

JUNE 3 IS LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR
VOTING IN AUGUST PRIMARY ELECTION

.;

NUMBER NINETEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1947

VOLUME SIXTEEN
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FIELD ASSISTANTS OF HOMEGENIZED MILK
IS NOW OFFERED BY
VES HAVE FINAL
NOTICES FOR JUNE 18 FULTON PURE MILK CO.

THIRTY-FOUR PUPILS
LISTED BY FULTON HI
ON TERM HONOR ROLL

4-H BOYS AND GIRLS
WIN HONORS AT MEET
HELD AT MAYFIELD

D. BOONE SHOT A
BEAR; J. TATE
GOT A FOX

DAIRYING IS $10,000,000 INDUSTRY
IN KENTUCKY; JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

1

a
0

Little
Phoebe

CARR INSTITUTE HAS
111 HONOR STUDENTS
FOR

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCKY
LATHAN!
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'SWAT THAT FLY' IS
URGED WHILE FULTON
IS IN CLEAN-UP MOOD

- BIBLE UN/ON

Mrs. 'Nettie Lee C peien and
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon D. Toone re- daughter and Mrs. Nora Copeien
turned from Chicago. Ill., last 3pent Wednesday with the formeet
w-eek to make their home in Ful- parents, Mr. and 11:s. Arvel Green.
1
ton, Ky.
Mrs. Colen Brown spent Tuesday
Mrs. Belle Fteed underwent a i afternoon with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
The ccaution hoieaa fly is a unminer operation last Saturday.
Barbara Ann Turner spent Sot-omrr.or.ly efficient carrier of chMr. Chess Morrisoia spent the urday with Martha Kay Copelen_ seast, according
tO authortes- Dipast week in Ifiddletnn. Tenn., and
Mrs. Deanie Brown is visiting arrhea. typheid. arid, aceording
Miasissippi on business.
tier daugater. Mrs. Laura Armburs- some authontaes, poliomyelitis. are
Bro. Pat Hardiman will fill his ter.
distributed widely by this universal
regular appruntrnent ar Bibie UnMrs. Calen Brown, Mrs. FL A,.pest. His :eproductave capacay is
ion Churcn of Christ at 2.30. The Brown and Donna Sue. Mrs. Nora phenomenaL
public is malted.
Copeien and Miss Mildred Stallins
A single female usually Lays 84)0
Mrs. Sue Lochridge Rea under- went to Harmony Friday afternoon. to 1,000 eggs which, under favorwent an appendictomy at the Haws
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Snow of Ful- able conditiens, mature in ten to
hospital lest Saturday night. She is ton visited Joe Snow for a wtule twelve days. permitting a number
Mrs. Hardy Vaughan of Detroit is recovering nicely.
Thursday night.
of successive generatior.s in a sinvisiting Mrs. E. C. Lowry and her
airs. Geergia Stafford returned
Mr. ar.d Mrs. John Byrd and fami- gle season. Stoppnag the fly is mere
daughter, Mrs. Jack Olive of Pilot
from a hospital in St. Louis, Mo., ly spent Thursday with Mr .and effective than awatting
(Yak.
last week; much improved learning Airs. Pressie Moore.
See that all garbage cans are covMr. and Mrs. Hoyt B:uce spent that her trouble Isn't serious.
Mrs. John McClanahan visited ered, that to open privy, vauits or
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Bebby Harwood, the small grand- Miss Rachel Hardison. who under- seWert are permitted in or near
Janmie Clement and Mrs. G. W. len of Me. and Mrs. Willie Har- went an
operation in the Fulton community. and -that other anenal
,Brann and family.
weed has been :eal sick for the Hospital.
and vegetable refuse is promptly
•
W. E. Weerns of Louisville. Ky., past weelc.
, :Miss Mildred Stallins ie visiting disposed of.
spent Tuesday and Wednesday Last
11:. Billy Rea from St. Louis was hea.aister. Mrs. R. A. Brown.
w_eek with T. W. and Mrs. Weems.
week end visitor in Latham.
A dcmestic cat afflicted with ra
P. J. Brann. wife and 'oaby spent
The Kentucky State Department 'Dies Is apt tc be more savage the:
Saturday wail Mrs. Radie Kingston
' of Health has purchased two sur- a dog traat has this disease.
ar.d Cla r a.
!plus jeens, from War Assets Ad1
Preaching by Elder Smith at Old
ministration and will use them to
Betnel Sunday. Inclement weathtransport trailer-type dental units
er, tut a race crowd and good
to scnools all over the irate.
A new iectory over Livestock
preaching.
Approximately 3130.000 worth of
parasites has been chalked up for
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry had
surplus inaperrneable rubber apron.s
far phenothiazine by research men
quite a crowd from church Sunare on their way to India as a re:r! Montana.
day.
sult of a recent sale by the LouisThe Montana scientists said that
Elder E C. Lowry filled his reguville office of War Assets Adminiin treating lambs for trichostronglar appoinurient at Cane Creek
stration.
elosis. a serious parasite-caused conEFFICIENT
Saturcay. No servizes Sunday.
dition. they found pheriethiazine
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry agtendPROMPT
and
markedly- effective cwhen used uned services ar Pilet Oak Sunday.
der conditions that reduced the,
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Mrs. Jack Olive and baby are doananze of. reinfection.
ing niceiy. Will be home Tuesday.
Gair,s in weight a
- nd quality 6: 205 Cemmercial Ave. Phone 101
Mrs. Theron Jones was brought
YOUR LOC AL DEALER --FOR
the areated Iambs rr.ore thal pesd
home Monday from Haws Memorial
far the cost of treatment they reAppliance*, Wiring. Sporting
hospital. Will be at her mother's for
ported.
SCOW of illG,1
,
11151
a few days.
Goods. Radio Repairing
Mrs. Harly Vaughan says. -hello,'
The recent rains made havoc
with OUr dirt roads, but the farrr.ers set tebaeco and potato slips,
the grass on our lawn grew so fast
by the time we had finished. we
had to start all over again.
Quite a bit of sickness around,
Mrs. P. J Brann has the mumps, no
perceptible change in aunt Mollie
Braisn's tondition.
Mrs. H. A. Sisk is in a hespital
Trenten. Mich.. where she underwent an operation for appendicitis
last Wednesday. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Foster. A
epeerly recovery is wished by every

Report Effective
Treatmeni for
Sheep Disease

WATCH

REPAIRING

CITY ELECTRIC CO

to her spouse in Detroit, Mich.
Rie_hard Wright spent last .weea
with his grand mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Pester.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Faster wera
at E. C. Lewry's Sunday.
The casters. Mrs. Laze Foster,
Mrs. Sulie Bennett, Mrs. Sallie
Starke, Mrs. Martha Cannon arid
J. C. Foster are all shutins and
your visits are appreciated.
OUt putterMrs. G. W. Brans: Vi
ing among her flowers Monday
rnorrang.
So long.
Seven colJeges in Kentucky and
'WO IR WM= mare among schools
pamhased more than $46,000
worth of surplus machine tools
from the War Assets Administration's Louisville office during March
atad April.
Ninety-one per cent crf all merchaadise at a recent 3600.000 sale
of surplus goods in San Francisco
was purchased by veterans, the War
Adrnizdstration announced
Both hervh1Y and environment
rentlence a hen's production
al
eggs; and fortunately. the flock
owner Cal2 do something a.bout each
factor.

K

Howard Strange, Electrician

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, R Y.
4 IIBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
e handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

You Win
If :7roull let as Cheek .our ear re•ulartv yen will have troubkiree ulpe theee pretty weekentki when your mind is on pleasare
And not performance

Drive in to see us for that
Good Gulf Gasoline. Motor
Oil. Expert Lubrieation.'Tire
Repairs and otht.r services

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

MaTfield Highway. Near Ford Garage, Fulton

DIAMOND:

f

•

Ham Etheridge, Radio Technician

R. M. KIRKLAND

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan
Tractor Work is oar specialty. we
have the repairs in stock. and
the tools and equipment to do
the job.
Nigh pressure
Jenny
Steam
Cleaner. High Presisare Paint
Sprayer,. Valve Relater, Press
Machine. Electric Drills. Power
Drilla. Magneto timing and testing stand Coll Tester. Condesiser
Tester. Calcium Chloride machine
filling tires 1110%
Wheel Pullers. Governor Grear
Tools, Carburetor Tools. Eatery
and Buffer. Pin and Bashing
Reamers. Many other small tools
for doing special jobs.
WILLIAMS HMV. CO.
'BOWE ISI
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

balloon & Webb
TIN SHOP

New Lime Wm& ho-Tbera Oil Forme
Roofing of All KW
Ratter and lowasperts Repaired or
Replaced
hose 512

k

eepsa e

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve fcuniles who hare moved Is
distant cities

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

JEWELER
4'
MADi ST.

FLI.TON

KY.

SPIELY
fo-r proteclion against:

•1

BUGS
BEETLES
GARDEN PESTS
LIVESTOCK LICE AND FIXES
HOUSE
FLIES AND MOSQUITOES
CHEWING
AND SUCKING SHRUB AND TREE INSECTS.
We have everything from PINT-SIZE HAND
SPRAYERS to 30-GAL. PRESSURE SPRAY- MIS.
—also-5 PERCENT and 50 PERCENT DDT POWDER
OR LIQUID

Fulton Hatchery
East State Line

a

The Aristocrat
of Milk
FL'LTON PURE MILK is the aristocrat of beyerages--full of flavor and nutrition fit for a king.
Once you've tried our milk—once you've sampled
rts farm-fresh goodness and creamy coolness-,oull know why milk-lovers call 813-J for regular
delivery Order FULTON PURE
aristocrat of uulks.—today.

sinic—the

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 1113-J

Moot 4U

We will have BABY CHICKS until July I

PLENTY OF 'TIME FOR

CUSTOM PLANING!

RICH RAISIN BRF.AD

IF you are Building or Repairing, we can heip you with
your material problems.

NOW OPEN

•QUARTER ROUND AND
ALL KINDS OF MOLDING
•WINDOWS AND DOORS MADE TO ORDER
•WEATHER BOARD1NG—ALL KDiDS MILL WORK
•SCREEN WINDOWS AND DOORS

HICKORY LOG
B A R-B-PQ
108 East Fourth Street

•CABINETS MADE TO ORDER
•CONTRACT BUILDING OF ALL KIND

A. R. STEPHENS
Located 311 College Street, Near Freight Depot
Phone 1109

Fulton, Kentucky

titiC%
FLEISCHMAN N'S Dry Yeast-

no need to keep it in the ice box
•Menfolks have a hankering for fancy bread'
Now — with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry
YeairtYonTars biike it in "hurry-up"time...any
time! It's always there when you need it —
stays fresh in the cupboard for weRks. IF
YOU RAKE AT HOME—dissolve according to directions. Then uae as fresh yeast.
Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. At your grocer's.

Keeps in the cupboard

-a
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pipes, as well as cracks in the foundation, must be fjplled. Basement
windows and doors should be covered with strong durable screening.
Ventilators and sewer openings require gratings; and doors likely to
be left open must be equipped with
self-closing devices."
"As a carrier of disease, the rat
„Keep
the rat outside and elimihas killed more people than all the
nate his food supply. He then will
wars in history .combined," warned
be forced to solve his own problem
Harry A. Barry, sanitation officer
and will probably practice cannifor the Fulton-Hickman counties
lbalism. At least conditions for prohealth departments. "Rats and men
laic reproduction will be less favorprefer the ,same kind of food, the
able. Exterminate him whenever
same type of shelter. Unharmed
possible."
himself, the rat, through his hitchMr. Barry offered this timely
hiking guests, the prolific and deadly flea, carries disease into man's warning at a time when residents
REAL ESTATE cutd
home—his granary, his pantry, his in the F'ulton area are alerted to
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER dairy, his cellar, his attic. Both the the importance of cleaning-up induring
Clean-up,
flea and the rat reproduce at alarm- fested areas
ing
speed. Ratproofing and garbage Paint-up, Fix-up week set aside
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
disposal are man's best weapons by the Mayor of Fulton.
RANH—PHONE SI
against this death team," he said.
"Business establishments, store"Stiff lamb" disease ::an be preFarm and City Property
houses, food depots and home must venteeby adding a vitamin E supall be ratproofed if the rat is to be plrept and bran to the ration of
List or Buy With Us! checked.
All small holes around y .ung lambs.

Cagle Plumbing Shop
Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St.
Phone 399

RATS CARRY DEADLY
DISEASE TO HOMES,
HEALTH OFFICER SAYS

CHAS. W. BURROW

'

FARMER ON SHORT
END OF PROFIT
REPORT SAYS
Who gets the greater share of the
consumer's dollar of food items is
the subject of an editorial in the
June issue of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau News by Joe Betts, Louisville, editor.
The article includes a table comparing the prices paid in groceries
for certain food items to the amount
the farmer received for those items
on an average.

S. Cherries, No. 2 can .45
.18;
Betts observed that prices had j Glen Weatherspoon
risen sharply during the past few Receives UK
Award
years, but declared that farmers
At
Field
didn't get all of it or "even a good
Day Meet
part." He pointed out that farmGlen Weatherspoon, son of Mrs.
ers, too, had the costs of labor, supLera Weatherspoon, Fulton received
plies and taxes to bear.
the outstanding individual honor at
He recognized the cry being rais- the recently
held 25th annual Unied by some organized groups for versity of
Kentucky Military Field
"A plentiful supply of cheap food Day ceremonies.
and fiber." then said, "greater elHe was awarded the Co-operative
Helen:2y and economy must come Club trophy.
This award is given
in somewhere."
to the advanced Reserve Officer
Training Corps student selected by
INSTALLS DRINKING CUPS
a board of UK Army officers as
outstanding and possessing in a
Oscar Wiley of Trimble county
a marked degree those inherent
has installed automatic drinking cups
qualities necessary in the making
in his dairy barn for his herd of 21
of an officer and a gentleman.
Guernseys. He anticipates that the
A graduate of Fultoq high school,
increased production will more than
pay for the .r2ost, he told Farm Agent Weatherspoon is a sophomore in the
J. G. Dye and, in addition, they will college of engineering at the University and is a member of Kappa
be labor saving.
Sigma swial fraternity.

Store Sold
Product
Price Orig.
Bread, loaf
$ .16
$ .03
Milk, quart
.17
.10
Eggs, dozen
.60
.35
Beans, No. 2 can
.16
.0
Potatoes, bu.
2.30
1.45
Tomatoes, No. 2% can .29
Animai protein, as well as vege.05
Peaches, No. 21
/
2 can - .40
.05 table protein, is needed in poultry
Pears, No.2% can
.40
.05 rations.
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ENJOY
ELECTRIC
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REDDY KILOWATT
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Recipe of Week
To supply the necessary amount
of calcium for growth and hardening of the bones and teeth, a housewife needs to ilse a quart of milk
daily for every child in the family
and a pint of each adult, say nutrition specialists at the UK college
of agriculture and home economics.
The easiest way to use milk is to
drink it, but it may be used in the
preparation of many dishes, such as
cream soups ..and creamed vegetables, meat or eggs: scalloped vegetables and meats; cereals cooked
in milk or served with milk or
cream; custards, puddings and ice
cream; gravies; cream cheese and
cottage cheese, and chocolate and
fruit beverages.
Scolloped Corn with Creamed Ham
1 can (1% cups) cream-styled corn
1 cup milk
1 tablespoon chopped onion
3 tablespoons chopped green pepper
34 teaspdon salt
1 cup cracked or dry bread crumbs
2 tablespoons butter
Combine the corn, milk and seasonings. In a greased ring mold or
baking dish, pla:2e crumbs and corn
mixture in alternate layers until all
are used, having .crumbs on the
top, dotted with butter. Bake 30
minutes in a moderate oven, 350 degrees, and serve with creamed hana.
Creamed Ham: Make a cream
sauce of 1 cup of milk and 2 tablespoons each of butter and flour. Add
.
14 teaspoco of salt: When thickened.
add 2 Cups of cubed smoked harn.
Heat in double boiler for 15 minutes, and serve with scalloped
rne
.
com
nu: Scalloped corn v;ith .creamed smoked ham, buttered spinach,
gelatine fruit salad, rye bread and
butter, and cake squares vvith chocolate sauce.

666sTarus

666 for Malarial SymplomsnyER
now cfves you QUININE
PLUS 3 MORE •nti.rnmiurial
drecied
-TirQ as Totaquine
gI7
1..41; corni

Mr. W. D. Fishbaric, Woodford County firmer and stockn•qr, demonstrate, his at:ton-06c e.!-c
Lurie.. cooker
for Form Service Adviser, E. R. Murphy.
—or

HEALTH is where you find it...

P

UTTING weight on cattle is
largely a matter of feeding them
enough of what they want to eat.
Getting them fat is one thing; get._ .
= ting them smooth, with the finish
tha.t puts blue ribbons on your
- stalls, and extra dollars in your
pocket is something else again.

Barley has long been known as
the stock feed that will "finish"
-prize winning cattle. Raw barley
is hard, and difficult to digest.
This automatically controlled,
electric barley cooker prepares
plenty of palatable food with little

;0•••,•

„a-A
r-

trouble. Insulated, it keeps the
food warm and fragrant until
used.

E. R. Murphy, Director of K.
U.'s Farm Service Department,
is continuously searching for information on new methods and
new equipment to pass on to the
thousands of farmers in K.U.'s
operating territory—methods and
equipment that will help Kentucky
farmers increase production, improve produce, and reduce costs
and labor.

Kentucky Utilities Company
doesn't believe its job is done
simply with the delivery of dependable, low cost electricity.
Farm Service Advisers, Home
Service Advisers, Industrial and
Commercial Engineers are available at no cost to every K.U. customer, so that maximum benefit
can be obtained from K.U.service.
g,

A SeV-Supporting, Tax-Paying Service Organization

Pto

3L.

, 'I :::roreo_
•r. oor
-

Aty

Dr. B. L. DAVIS
Chiropractic Physician
Phone 450
Upstairs over Fry Shoe Store
Fti.ton, Kentucky

Ur.cle Hank Says IP
-- - —
A PER30t4 ALL 1e1RAPPET)

UP IN HIMSELF.MAKES
A HECK OF A LOOKIN'
PACKAGE.

Whatever your electric problem, a phone call or a post card to
your nearest K.U. office will bring
you experienced assistance. These
men and women put service in
electric service.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
‘N .

and you can find it with

THE OviORE YOU USE ME THE 1....:AIER livtiY HOURLY WAGE

t0•111•M1

NON

Your summer sport clothes luxe
—ii—ill—utitpped up and stored
arTay. NOW is the time to get them
out and check them over. . .
summer is here and you'll want
to get started on your favorite
sport. Depend on the QUALITY
CLEANERS for expert cleaning,
prescing, alterations and hat blocking.

Nan Clitiv
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Branch Office in ColumI, Kentucky
bus, Ohio said today.

All veterans who have not applied thousand dollars of insurance may
A. There is no limit on the amount a lump sum settlement upless nue
for their terminal leave payments he reinstated or converted to any which can be
borrowed under the insured selected that type of uptioct
, "It is the practice of members of !are advised to act immediately to one of the six permanent plans.
G.I. Bill. The limitation by law l3 before hedied.
the nursing profession to become : avoid delays which might result
Veterans now have until August on the size of the government guarOne of the main advantages of elir
affiliated with a hospital or pther ' from an increased number of appli 1, 1947, to reinstate
by submitting anty and not upon 'the Size of the settlement provisions, Mr. Perryman!
institution during the period be- ; cations just prior to the deadline a comparative health
SPECIAL VA COUNSELING
statement and loan.
stated, is that the .veteran may
tween graduation and registration," date. Application for unused termi- by paying tv,..o monthly
OFFERED STUDENT VETS
premiums,
now select a combination of payMiss
!
nal
Hellman
leave
made
should
explained.
to
be
the
"The
VA
The Veterans Administration toregardless of how long their polic- ' Harry
E. Perryman, VA contact ments. For instance he may spect
day called attention to special coun- will employ graduate nurses who ; branch of service concerned and not ies have been lapsed. Detailed inrepresentative
who serves Fulton fy that a certain amount of his ins.eling service available to World have satisfactorily completed a bas- . to VA.
formation on all phases of G.I. in- ' each
Monday and Tuesday at the surance be paid to th ebenehciary
War II veterans who have personal ic course and are graduates of ap.surance;
is available at any VA in- ! post
PAYS 3!'.2 BILLION
office building explained that in a lump sum at dine of death an&
problems which interfere with their proved schools of nursing for a per- IN INSURANCE CLAIMS
stallation, or Dorn local insurance the
Insurance
Act of 1946 opened a that the remainder be paid ica
iod
not
to
exceed 90 days pending
education or vocational training.
More than three and one-half bil- agents, service organizations or Red large field of new settlement op- monthly installments over a given.
Officials at the VA's Branch Of- their registration." '
ICross
representative
s.
- lion dollars in insurance claims has
tions designed to provide for the period or during the lifetime of his.
fice in Columbus, Ohio, said specialNurses must meet the qualifica- been
paid to beneficiaries of WOrld !QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
, various needs and circumstances of beneficiary.
ly trained counselors are assigned to tions for probational appointment
War II veterans in the U. S since
Q. My wife and I plan to purchase veterans beneficiaries.
When selecting a settlement ooVA regional offices in Detroit, in the VA s Department of Medithe inception of National Service a S9,000 home. We both are World
insurance, the veterart
The new optional settlements lion for G. I.
Cleveland. Cincinnati, and Louis- cine and Surgery. must have com' Life Insurance in 1940.
War II veterans. Can we acquire the
consider what his beneficrange from lump sum payments to should
ville to help veteran-trainees 'solve pleted a basic course in nursing and
future circumstan.ces may tie:.
Insurance officials at the Veterans property. jointly and so increase the
monthly installments during the iary's
their personal problerns and dif- must submit evidence of having apamount which may be guaranteed?
Perryman said.
Administratio
Mr.
n
Branch
Office
in
life of the first beneficiary. Under
ficulties.
plied for registration. Salaries of
Columbus, Ohio today said that twoA. Yes, you may acquire the prop- the original
Many veterans are directed to the VA nurses employed under the prethe only settleout-of-three
World
War II veterans erty jointly, but the maximum guar- ments authorized
TOLERANT
counselors beiore starting school or !registration provision is based on
were monthly inin Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky, by anty rnay not exceed 50 per cent of come
or annuity payments.
In a theatrical magazine a craniaS2.644 annually.
on-job training.
allowing their GI policies to lapse, the loan.
When difficulties arise while al REMIND VETS OF SEPT. I
If death occurs before the insured er advertised that he is at liberty_
are by-passing nearly 10 billion dolQ. What is the lowest percentage veteran has
veteran is enrolled in schoel or is !DEADLINE ON LEAVE PAY
selected one of the op- This just goes to show what a tolerlars of insurance protection for their of service-connected
disability for tional settlements, the insurance is ant people We are.--Cincinriati Enih training on-the-job, it is expected
Officials of the Veterans
families and their dependents.
which compensation is payable to paid in 36 monthly
that VA's training officers, who ! stration Branch
installments to quirer.
Office in Columbus,
It is not necessary for veterans to a World War II veteran?
follow up on ex-servicemen
and , Ohio, today reminded
WHEN—
his beneficiary. Mr. Perryman said
World War 11 reinstate or convert the full S10.000
4
A. Ten per cent.
v..omen in both types of programs,! veterans of
the beneficiary may elect to receive
Just think—there are person%
the September 1, 1947 of G.I. insurance,
VA officials 'exQ. What is the largest amount I installments over a longer
will discover problems and encour- ! deadline
period. now living who recall when "a bilfor filing claims for set- plained.
According to a veteran's can barow under the G.I. Bill and Under no circumstances
age the veteran to seek personal ! tlement of
, however, lion•dollar Congress" was a term cat
unused military leave.
hudget.
any
arnount from one-to ten stIll have the loan guaranteed?
counseling.
may a designed lieneficiary receive i reproach.—Kansas City Star.
VA HIRES CADET NURSES
PENDING REGISTRATION
It is the policy of the Veterans
Administration to employ graduate !
cadet nurs.es -and other graduate
.nurses pending their registration as
registered narses, Miss Frances
Hellman, Chief of the Nursing Division for the VA's Ohio-Michigan-

News For
Veterans
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A.C.Butts&Sons

FULTON

OPENING DAY-

ay 31st

TODAY and TOMO!tROW
Double Feature
ROBERT LOWERY
In

"GAS HOUSE KIDS"
Plus
GARY COOPER
In

IN OUR NEW LOCATION, •

SUN. - MON. - TUE.

HOPRILED!

412 STATE LINE STREET

GOODARD
FINO

Mor.MURRA

Suddenly
4„; Its pring
.1•CDOPIALD CAW

eek-End Specials

News, Cartoon and Comedy
WED. - THUR.
----"41111104

sty

12 oz.

Chase and Sanborn

15c
No. 2 Ce
lin
a

/

ORPHEUM

me)

COFFEE
11B.46c
10c IIOX TENDER LEAF TEA
FREE WMI EACH POUND COFFEE

1 Lb. Can

POTATO CHIP

15c

4 cans 49c

3-5c Boxes

11c SKY HIGH PEAS NO. 2 PER CASE $179

SALT
Qt. Bottle

APPLE JUKE
SUNDAY

MONDAY

///,97//m,,
twin. Mil

LIBBYS MILK

14c
1 can 10c
cans 27c

OCTAGON POWDER
Double Feature

SWIFT CLEANER

1 BOX 9c
for 25c

3

14 oz. can 13c
for 25c

2

GAPY

'COOPER
ROBERT ALCA
LILL. POIMER

Plus
BUSTER CRABBE
In
"141111..ERSON

,
CASE
"

•.tr

KEYKO-OLE0

41c

BEEF STEAK

60c

BEEF ROAST

40c

BACON

59c

10c each

KRAUT

NO.1 1-2 CAN

3

John

HODIAK

LARD

2 cans 25c

FULTON, KENTUCKY

3 f"

28c PURE PORK SAUSAGE

Sweetened

CONDENSED MILK
PEACHES

14 OZ. CAN 21c

NO./ 1-2 CAN

42c

BROOKFIELD BUTTER

68c

CHEESE

45c

35
Sugar Cure

Bar 13c

SMOKED BUTTS

LAUNDRY SOAP OCT. 2"
f 15c

39c

Fresh Green and White

BLEECH WHITE OLO

OT. 15c LIMA BEANS ,

22

1
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14c SALT SOUARES

19c
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CLASSIFIED ADS

atv

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD IN THE
FULTON NEW4 for the best and
surest results. Call Phone 470 for
a courteous ad•taker.

lyct

•

CHURCHES
14
.
•2
1•••••••••••••••••••••..........,•••••••••.....•

FIRST METHODIST eKURCH
Cancer may be cured in many
W. E. bilachke, Pastor
cases! itnow more about cancer.
Sunday school
9:45 a. m.
Send name and address on a postMorning worship
10:55 a. m.
card to American Cancer Society,
Evening worship
7:30 p. m.
22 Ann Street, New York 1, N. Y.
and receive FREE booklet. dh tf
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Sam Ed Bradley, Pastor
ENGRAVING
WE HAVE BEEN APPOINTED
Hour of Services
exclusive representatives for the Sunday School. ......... 9:45 A. M.
Nation's finest engraving houses. Adorning Worship
.10:45 A. M.
Let us show you our samples of Training Union
6:30 P. M.
wedding
announcements, calling
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
cards and stationary. Call Mrs.
Westpheling at the Fulton News.
E. M. Oakes, Minister
Phone 470, the PRINTING NUM- Church school. ...
10:00 a. m.
BER.
Morning worship
11:00 a. in.
No evening service.
VETERINARY SERVICE— Call
460, Owl Drug Co.
Cherry.

/folk for

- CHURCH OF GOD

SOUTH FULTON BAPTIST
CHURCH

9:30 a. m.
Sunday school
11:00 a.m.
Morning worship
6:30 p. m:
Training union
7:15 p. m.
Evening worship
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mid-week service, Thursday 7:15
Second and Carr Sts.
p. m.
Evangelistic service, Saturday
Charles L. Houser, Minister
p. m.
7:00
.
.
.
10.00
Bible school
The public is invited.
11:00 a.m.
Morning worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening worship
ST. EDWARDS CATHOLIC
2:45 p. m.
Ladies' class, Mon
CHURCH
7:30 p. m.
Men's training
7:30 p. m.
Mid-week serv. Wed.
Rev. Thomas Libs, Pastor
First, third and fifth Sundays,
PRESBYTERIAN mass, 9 a. m. (summer schadule).
CUMBERLAND
Second and fourth Sundays, mass,
CHURCH
7 a. m. (summer schedule).
Confessions before 7:00 mass.
W. R. Reid, Pastor
The summer schedule, which goes
10:00 a.m.
Sunday school
11:00 a. m. into effect June 1 changes the hour
Morning worship
7:00 p.m. of masses to one hour earlier in
Evening service

Dr. Ilheollieni,avitlitiAllialki.ei,,,.:,•,,,Nil,h,.14,,,,i;„;1,,,ilillaimMtallitt;igilt4101108114444

Brother Mackins, Pastor
Sunday school
10:00 a. m.
Preaching (morning)
11:00 a.m.
Preaching (evening)
8:00 p. m.
Services ofrery Tuesday and Friday night 7:15.
Everybody is invited and is welcome.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Ancient and Modern Necromancy. Alias Mesmersm and Hypnotism.,
Denouced," is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
in all thristian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
June 1, 1947.
The Golden Text is: "Get thee
hence Satan: for it is written, Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy God
and Him only shalt thou serve.''
(Matt. 4-10).
.
Among the citations which com-

prise the Lesson-Sermon is the following from the Bible:
"And when they shall say unto
you, seek unto them that have
familiar spirits, and unto wizards
that peep, and that mutter; should
not a people seek unto their God?
for the living to the dead?" lIsa.
8:19).
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Wednesday Testimony meeting
7:30 p. m.
- Reading room, Wednesday and
Saturday, 2-4 p. m.
The public is cordially invited to
visit the reading room.
ON A CLEAR DAY
A young friend attending one of
our overcrOwded state universities
states in uncomplaining tones: "On
a clear day, we can see the teachers,"—Milwaukee Journal.

14itiii„4•••4••••••••••mitagagilliaituLittoorlairittnitioRoigiglimoviiiiiiminivillo•• ginuomomitkommummminsimmotemmiummilliimilviirmair.iiirthisoicaroopolninummiw.upildlinik!rEniromommiomoagutimuotge,,:
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WANTED: Man to list -aid- sell. g
real estate, 'Write Russell Tate, Sli- g
pervisor, Vienna, 111.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends and
neighbors for their many expressions of kindness during my illness.
Especially do I thank the doctor
and nurses at the Hawes Memorial
hospital for their kind service. I
would like tu thank each one individually, but being unable to do so,
may God's rich blessings be with
all of you.
Adelle Rhodes

•

City Leaders •
(Continued from front pi•ge)
cide whether they have been deteriniental or benefezial to the city
generally.
The occupational tux if voted
catmot be rescinded. The taxes will
iiinge from S15 to $400. according
to the tYPe of occupation.
coi,t of the meters will range!
from $65 to $75 if purchased out-I
!
riglyt at the discretion of the voters,
after the six-month period. Dur- 1
ing the six-month trial period, the
proceeds from the meters will
divided equally between the parking meter ?ompany and the city administration. If at the end of the
period it is tke will of the people
to continue the meters, the 50 percent paid tu the parking meter company will apply against the total
purchase cost of the meters, while
the 50 percent paid to the City of
Fultob will be ii8t rrienue. The'
balance of the meter cost will be
paid in the same manner as during
the six-month period.
If at the end of the six-month
period the meter system is discontinued, the proceeds paid to the
meter company will have acted as
a rental, with the further stipulation that the company repair the streets to their pre-meter status, at
no additional cost to the City of
Fulton. In any event the revenue .
received by the city as their share
of the meterAystem will be net
revenue, the giPokesman said.
The only outstanding cost to the
City of Fulton for maintenance of
the meter system will be an additional policeman, at a possible cost
of 8150 a month, the News was ad-

aa
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HOMOGENIZED MILK
Homogenized milk is your usual pure milk with all its
cream content intact. It has been subjected to tremendous pressure, which causes the butterfat (cream) to
go into solution with the rest of the milk, instead of in
emulsion, as it is in its natural'fOrm. After milk is homogenized, the cream cannot separate . . it reirains
evenly distributed throughout the milk.

WHEN WILL DELIVERY STiRT?
Our plant is now being readied, andihomogenized milk
will be delivered starting early next week. Just phone
813-J for service to your house.

--:-WHY BUY HOMOGENIZED MILK
Homorenizeci milk offers you tlise definite advantages:
* Butterfat is uniformly distributed; all parts of milk
are alike; the milk needs no mixing. * The appearance
of the milk is uniform and it tastes richer. * The curd
tension is reduced, making it easier to digest. s As a
beverage and for certain uses in cooking it is a superior

and feed, $100.
A committee composed of Smith
Atkins, R. C. Pickering and Dr. J.L.
Jones, who make up the Finance
Committee of the City of Fulton,
have made an exhaustive study of
both the parking meter system and
the occupational tax levy. The
City p
study will be presented to the
.
meeting.June
Coun.ril at its
Other members who make up the
FiCity Council in addition to the
GregCharles
are:
Committee
nance
Frank
ory, Harry Murphy and
Brady.

CAN I STILL GET THE REGULAR MILK?
Certainly. Homogenized milk is only a new and modern
addition to our service. We will continue to produce our
regular Grade A Pasteurized milk for those who wish
it.

ure Milk Co. s
Ye

'

'
•

UIC Football

Tenneksee.

product. * For infant forrnulas boiling filtering and
• .N
vream line to
cooling can be eliminated. * Withi nOik
protect, there is no temptation for thi ;housewife to
'. milk the less
skim off the cream, leaving the rest pf tit
i
nytritious.

WHAT IS HOMOGENTZF:D MILK?

levies.
Agricultural implement company.
$50; Automobile accessory shop,$50;
Auto repair shops, garages, $60:
Automobile dealers, $100; Billiard
or pool rooms, $400; Olothing and
dry goods, $100; Clotliing, shoes,
dry goods, ladies furnishings, etc.,
$150; Restaurants, $25; Roller Mills

(Continued from front page)
Kentucky's extremely formidable
27
home whedule folltws: Sept.
(night)I,PincinnnAti; Oct. 11 (night)
Georgia; Nov. 1 Alabama; Nov. Id
Evansville college, and Nov. n

Milk Company's

Fulton Pure

vised.
The occupational tax. if voted,
will, be a permanent measure. It
is estimated..thatt approximately- 185
firms will be taxed, bringing in a
revenue of approximately $8500 per
year. This will be in addition to the
revenue already received from such
taxation on liquor dealers and comparable businesses. Occupationaltaxes selected at random from the
overall list reveal these proposed

"4

Phone 8134
sJ
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with Russia?'' It has reached the
point that if you criticize Russia,
however mildly, or if you seek to
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
protect the United States, they immediately catalogue you as a rePUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
actionary. a fascist, or some other
Itharstrall as strand class matter June 28, 1933, at the post office at Ful- undesirable thing.
non, Ny_. ander the act of March 3, 1879.
The plain truth is dhat European
CIREIIIHRIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards economy is in a very bad way. The
oltuednal at the rates specified by advertising department.
factors upon which everyday life
ShAssaiption rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elsewhere depends. such as transportation, facIBM t5 veer.
tories to produce goods, roads and
bridges over which to carry produce,, are almost totally disrupted.

THE,FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling

A MATTER

FOR

HORSE SENSE

Through the Federal Dairy in the Washington Post we
?earn that Veterans Administration's Department of Medicine and Surgery must take a severe personnel cut by June
30, 1947 and that a large percentage of this cut will be made
in the hospital staffs at a time when there is great need for
additional personnel.
A veteran in a hospital is not there because
he wants to be and if he's there he should get the
best care that money can buy . . . And if personnel
is needed to secure that .care then they should have
the money to hire the personnel.
We're not setting ourselves up as the Great Defender
of the veteran or of the Veterans Administration, for goodness
knows there is a tremendous amount of improvement that
can be made in the status of both. But it seems plain tomfoolery (for want of a better word) to cut the appropriation
-artment in all Government that should be.
alf the ONE dep
left strictly and completely alone.
La General Paul R. Hawley, General Bradley has one of
the top medical men in the country as head of his Department of Medicine and Surgery. General Hawley has- surrounded himself with equally capable men and women—the
cream of the crop in the medical profession—such as Dr.
Paul Magnusson, Dr. Charles Mayo, Dr. Margaret Craighill,
to name only a few. if General Hawley and General Bradley
-think they need additional personnel to give the veteran
—medical care second to none" then by golly give it to them.
Who on Capital Hill can set themselves up as an autinarity to tell them they're wrong and who among lawmakers has the temerity to tamper with the health and rehabilitation of our disabled veterans?
We won't say that there aren't some places in the Department of Medicine and Surgery that could be easily
chopped off or that there are not dozerls of places in VA that
are .as useful as a buggy vehip in Detroit, but the hospital
amid other administrative staffs are "untouchables" and we
intend to do whatever is in our power to let the the folks on
Capital Hill know that they are tinkering with the v:rong
make_
.And its just about time that Congress finds some otherhone to gnaw on . . . they've just about picked on Geneal
Bradley so much that • he .hasn't time to correct the mistakes in his Administration, he's too darned busy trotting
up to Capitol Hill trying to straighten out a lot of foolishness
.that some Congressmen think is "hot copy" back home.
Let the General alone. He didn't need newspapermen,
veterans organizations and Congressmen to tell him what
to do at Normandy and he .could do a lot better with much
lsm.s "help" from them now.

as so many gardeners continue to I
work their gardens too deeply. This
practice is wasteful of labor, and
may be quite harmful to the vegetables in that their roots are disturbed and sometimes even destroyed, from which predicament the
vegetables remove themselves with
difficulty, and only if it should
chance to rain. At best, time is
wasted while recovery is being
made, as well as a vast amount of
the plants' energy, which might
better have been spent in maturing l
fruit.
Soil does need to be stirred, to get
rid of weeds and to break up rainpacked
crusts, but the stirring
should be only shallow, however
complete enough to cover the surface wholly. Further, the soil surface should be left strictly level.
In making hills and ridges, soil is
scraped from over the vegetables'
roots, causing them to dive to deeper soil where there is more moisture, but this takes time and the
plants' energy, and that of the gardener, too. Also there is this reason
against making hills and ridges,
that they present a larger evaporating area if the same space were left
level. On all counts, hilling and
ridging should be discontinued.
An excellent tool for cultivating
properly is a sharp hand hoe, with
its blade held flat with the soil's
surface and worked with a shaving
or "scalping" motion, to upset the
smaller weeds and cut off at the
ground line those that have grown
larger.
Hand-hoeing is slow and tedious
business; better is using a wheelhoe
or garden plow., fitting not with the
shovel plow as many have, but with
slide hoes attached so that as the
plow is moved forward the shaving
is done at a tremendous saving of
time, redu.cing any soil crust to dust,
and leaving the surface level. This
equipment can pay for itself in one
season, and a gardener can ill afford not having it.

The ordinary processes of business
)
, extinct. Cities have
are virtual.
been reduced to rubble. Farm lands
have been laid waste. Mines were
flooded and today Europe is producing only half the coal it mined
before the war. European economy
is all but prostrate.
It affords Russia the greatest opportunity she has ever had to pump
her socialist ideas into the minds
and hearts of disrupted and discouraged peoples. Property records
have been destroyed in a large part
of Europe so that the aow uncertain institution of private property
can very easily become communistic ownership.
The writer of this article is certainly not a New Dealer, but he believes that President Truman is on
sound ground in advocating that
I the United States give support to
the countries of Europe, to the end
that left-lying and communistic influneces shall not take further hold,
and eventually swallow them up.
If we strengthen a free enterprise
economy in this crisis, America will
have the leadership rather than
Russia. The Truman plan is a realistic policy, and furthermore, it is
a Christian policy. When people
are without food and shelter, their
homes broken, their business disrupted, it is an act of the Good Sainaritan to help them bind up their
wonds and to help restore their liberties to them.
Do not let anyone sell you the
idea that a Christian necessarily IffinDKENTUCKY
zne.ans being a devotee of Russia.
HATCHERY
Cliam ../I/LL OVUM• hen besed.
Being a Christian means to get ow marl me 6•661.-.••••
Impaled =dr•V.S.
along with Russia as far as that is • 111•014.401.
faxed
41r~IN Alta
SY
possible, and it means to go the terap.
Womb.
C ICits
▪
Aolve
Au the MI OR
extra mile to do it. It means to ex- /Inv Corft•
Ole
ercise patience, understanding and ICETITTICKY HATCHERY. J11 II
UMISTINT IL
conciliation, but it does not mean
-a
cowardly appeasement that will alenslave
and
dominate
ao
low Russia
Accurate
the world.
We must not repeat Chamberlain's and his England's fatal error
of trying to appease Hitler and his
Germany at Munich; we must be
firm with Stalin and his Russia.
WORKIN,G THE GARDEN
The correct tilling of garden soil
continues perennially to be a fit discussion subject for this time of year,

FOR LOVE AND MON
'EY

04)ter-,

What makes schoolteachers teach?
Two things: love of the work and need of money.
And the schools of Kentucky cannot survive without
lboth_

We Now Offer
MOTORISTS

PaY has been hiked considerably in the last year but
pmbably not enough to regain what has been lost through
pay in the last eight or ten years.
What we are driving at is that if we are to get the good
teachers our schools need' we must make the profession as attractive here as in other states.
The alarming drift away from the profession must not

24-HOUR
SERVICE

only,:haheCked; It must be made to dis..a Phil Sheridan. A retreat must be turned into an offensive--a forward march.
You may be interested in paragraphs quoted from a
recent article in the Courier-Journal by its school editor.
Lou'rena Eaton:
•
"The normal turnover of teachers in the state is 1,400 and
during the five years befort the war, 1,000 beginning teachres were hired every year. This normal guota has not been
filled for the last seven years.
"It doesn't seem likely to happen; but let's say, for the
sake of argument, that 50 beginning teachers will be certified in Kentucky this year. That leaves the state 500 short
of its minumum requirements for this year alone. And it means
tlaat at least 500 will be added to the shortage of teachers
which has been growing for seven years.
"As a result of this growing deficiency. Kentucky already has 5,229 emergency teachers. That means that the
state has 5,229 persons teaching school who aren't qualified
to be regular teachers."
The situation calls for the best brains and well directed
energy 'in every organization, every agency, state and locai,
interested in lifting elementary education up to a standard
we will not have to apologize for. It will take all this to win
back the school room personnel we have lost and are still
ksing.
and

AMERICAN WA
'fere arid there church groups,
mostly vrhieb have a special zeal
(as a Pellist direction areieondemning
the 'T%-witan Administration for adunearaig the extension of financial
:Lad in Gren2e and 'Turkey. They
chin, that we are stifling "democrab mtivernents” indhose two countries and are supporting right-wing

conervative elements. Als,
-ray that Itutrh—nct;:ort vtn-ultimately involve us in war with Russia.
They take the position that we
mast not make even the slightest
move that might offend Russia, no
matter how right we may consider
to be and how wrong the Soviet
may be. As a matter of fact, they
n CM to feel that the mark of
a
Christian is, "Will it be all right

WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Watches Cloaks and Tine
Pieces et All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
129 University
rhos' us

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

His Shirt Is Important
The fresh appearance of a man's shirt is important to his good grooming. For clean laundered
shirt with crisply starched collars that can meet
his demands—send then to PARISIAN. Our scientific laundry methods guarantee shirt satisfaction
at a lower cost. Send his shirts to PARISIAN regularly.

PARISIAN
Cleaners
Laundry

NOW OPEN!•
THE OWL PHOTO SHOP
IN THE

The Owl Drug Store
Wholesale and retail finishing and printing of
film. Retail prices as follows:
Developing roll film
15c
Each print
5c
5x7 enlargements, each 45c
---

%VE CARRY MOST ALL SIZES OF FILM!
A cordial invitation is extended to all to come in and try our
service.

ERNEST GOODWIN

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

BROWDER

Graduate Veterinarian

Service Station

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

%Vest State Line

215 Church Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 906

PRQMPT SERVICE

Phone WA
Or Call 70

GULF PRODUCTS

FOR A-1 CLEANENG

LAKE STREET

MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctly° Service WeU
Within Your Means

Day and Night
WE NEVER CLOSE

A-1 CLEANERS

Fulton

VETERANS
Ask About G. I. Free Training
TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
Tennessee's Outstanding School of Business Training
Paris, Tennessee

CUSTOM PLANING
and

CUSTOM MILLING
LUMBER --- BUILDING MATERIAL
Priced To-Save You Money

VOWELL & SONS
MARTIN, TENN.

Build now with

-CONCRETE BLOCKS
$212. Will Build A 5-Room House

ADAMS & LOWE
Martin Highway - ' 't.
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NOW you can get all of those things ton Electric & Furniture Co., for your
you have been needing for so long! clean-up tools and for all the little
We have everything advertised here things to beautify -Our home.
for immediate delivery...Come to Ful-

KEM-TONE

Campbell's "Time Tested" Paints

Sixteen beautiful pastel colors to
match your room color schemes!
Just thin it with water! $1. 17 per
quart or:

Roll it on with KEM-TONE roller-coater
Krush it on with KEM-TONE 4 in. brush .....
Fill cracks and holes •vith PLASTIC PATCH Lib pkg. .

25c

Check This Handy list
of Things You May Need:
Best grade GARDEN HOSE,25-foot lengths $4.95

They're the tough, sturdy kind that will take
years of tough work. Rubber tires, five blades,
18 in. cutting area. Each:
TABLE MODEL IBU-207. Five
tubes, no aerial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut tabinet;anusualle
styled. Large,easyso-trad dsaL

Best grade GARDEN HOSE, 50-foot lengths $9
OTHER GARDEN HOSE,25 ft. $3.95; 50 ft. $7.95,

We feature these upright VACUUM CLEANERS:

All-cloth washable WINDOW SHADES, 36 ins.
$1.50 to $2
wide and seyen.feet long
(We have other sizes; prices in proportion)

Complete with a full set of eleven
attachments: guarantea

tiful walnut finished in wood,6-tube

14:

Fix up your room this summer with a new
SONORA RADIO, model 176,

lute plastic, 5-tuhe design

SONORA Radio and Record Player, combination set model 230 $55.15
SONORA RADIO, model 219, 8-tube console radio and automatic

LAMP SHADES (All sizes, designs, fabrics) 95c

Adjustable to any size window; three-speed motor,
16-inch fan for tOrrents of air; smart, sturdy

CLOTHES RACKS (Folding type--12 rods) $3.00

Radio, model 22, white plastic, 6-tube

screen grill. SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY!

Wood frame CURTAIN STRETCHERS $3.75 to
$4.95.
RADIO, model 223, 4-tube battery set with battery....14111111
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Remodels Kitchen
For Electrictity
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Town Topics

The Woman's Page

Friends of
will be glad
able to be up
to her home

Fulton Music Lovers Enjoy Recital
Presented by Pupils of Mrs. Wiley
Eagerly anticipated by music lovers of Fulton is the annual event
when Mrs. Steve Wiley presents the pupil.s of her class in recital.
The presentation this year was made last night at the First Methodist church at eight o'clock to an enthusiastic and intecipsted audience.
Sonatas, intermezzos and marches were played for the guests
who were privileged to attend this event presented by one of the
most prominent and talente dmusic teachers in this area.
The complete program follows:
JACQUELINE EDWARDS—Ponies
PAULA DeMYER—A Skating Song
h:AY BOWEN—Woods at Dawn
BETTIE LOU DAVIS—Mocking Eyes
LARRY CAVENDAR—Poinp and Pageantry
BETTY GREGORY—Singing Fingers.
GAIL LOGAN—The Dreamer
ANN SMALL--Russian Dance
DIANNE PALMER
MARILYN BUTLER

4

Rebe
Ketterer
Kerr
Anthony
Cobb
Daniel
Gradi
MacLachlan

Duet—Jolly Darkies

MOLLIE WILEY—Sonatina
ANN VOEGELI—Intermezzo Russe

Bechter .
Clementi
Franke

EDWARD PARKER—Moon Shadows
Lane
BEVERLY CURSEY—In a Chinese Garden
Renee Miles
(Played entirely on blaek keys)
JACK VOEGELI—II Bacio
Arditi-Fletcher
JEAN HYLAND—Contra Dance Beethoven
BETTY SCHWERDT—Marche Pontificate
Gounod
LINTON—Spanish
ANNE
Gypsy Dance
Mowrey
ANN BOWEN—Coppelia
Delibes
ELIZABETH ANN ROPER—Flute, Gavotte
Popp
LOUISE HANCOCK—Legend of the Plains
Cadman
BELL WHITESELL—Impromptu in A flat._
Schubert
NANCY WILSON—Habanera
Bizet-Lange
EMMA RUTH CAVENDAR—Allegretto, op 90, No. 3
Brahms
JOAN McCOLLUM
Two Pianos—Valse de Concert
ELIZABETH ANN ROPER J
Holst-Hoffmann

Members of Cayce
FH.A Club Enjoy
Trip to Caves

Tailoring Tricks
Are Money Savers

Mrs. Robert Hyland
to hear that she is
after being confined
with mumps.

Mrs. James Johnson and children arrived on Monday from West
Point, Miss., to make their home
in Fulton. They are domiciled in
the Brady apartment on Second
and West. Mr. Johnson has been
transferred here and is with Swift
and Company.

Our
SANITONE Cleaner
Stores Furs, Too!

canning
Revised directions for
pccs. are brought to the attention of
",ernemakers by canning experts at
the UK college of agriculture and
ttbme econoinics, following three
Miss Lillian Homra, whose mar- ears of testing by home economriage to Mr. Robert Nicholas Nalfeirr ists in Washington.
will be solemnized on June 11, was. Canning peas: Shell and wash
the honoree at a bridge luncheon peas. Cover with boiling water.
on Wednesday, when Miss Mary Bring to boil. Pack hot peas to
OltS
Homra was hostess to two tables within 1 inch of top of glass jars.
SlOitt100
of bridge. The bridge game was Cover with boiling water, leaving
tO
130
preceded by a delicious luncheon 1-inch space at top
clox
of jar. Add /
1
2
served by the hostess in the home teaspoop salt to pint jars, 1 teaspoon
of Mrs. Ray Hunter on Norman to quarfs. Adjust
jar lids. Process
street.
in pres,sure canner at 10 pounds
The prize for high score was won pressure (240 degrees) in either
by the honoree and low score by pints or
quarts for 40 minutes. As
Mrs. Ja-At Snow.
soon as jars are removed from the
The living room of the Hunter canner, complete the
seals if lids
AND DRY CLEANERS
home were prettily decorated for are not the self-sealing
type.
218 State Lhse
th eoccasion with a profusion of
S],-Nring flowers. Each guest was
ASK ABOUT THE
given a m:niature corsage.
As a memento of the party the
MARTIN-SENOUR
•
?
hostess presented the honoree with
a gift of handsome lingerie.
•
The guest list included, besides
the hostess and honoree. Mesdames
Fred Homra, Jack Snow, Jerry
Jones, Stanley Jones. Jack Carter
and Joe Treas.
TWO -PRODUCT

Miss Homra, Bride-elect
Is Honoree at Luncheon
and Bridge on Wednesday

Mrs. Charles Thomas was admitted to the Fulton hospital on
Wednesday as a medical patient.

MONARCH

Mrs. Wiggins Entertains
Members of Bridge Club
Mrs. Frank Wiggins entertained
members of her regular bridge club
with two tables of bridge. The ,cluh
meet's every two weeks for eagerly
idgq_
Mrs. John Daniels was awarded
the high score prize and Mrs. CHerd SIllelds the visitor's high. Mrs.
James*orren an& Mrs. Shields
svere ifuests 'of the club for the oc- .
casion.
After the games the hostess served refreshments.
In an hone,s
.
t man there is always sotnrthing of a child.—Martial

$5950

IMMEDIATE
'DELIVERY

MONITOR
AERATOR WASHER
1
2 TO 1/3
•WASHES A FULL-SIZE LAUNDRY IN /
THE TIME
•CLEANS BETTER THAN MOST WASHERS THAT
COST 3 TIMES AS MUCH
•RINSES SO THOROUGHLY THAT OUTSIDE
DRYING IS UNNECESSARY
•CAN BE EASILY ROLLED OUT OF SIGHT WHEN
NOT IN USE.
Utilizing a ncv, and exclusive patented principle,
the Monitor Aerator Washer is setting new laun-

dry standards for speed and cleanliness. It washes
clothes whiter titan you ever believed possible in
from 3 to 5 minutes. Then—one rinsing in the
Aerator Washer removes every last bit of suds and
dirt so that outside drying is unnecessary. The
Monitor comes equipped with a hand wringer
that actually operates faster than power wringers:
folds snugly down into the stainless steel tub when
not in use. Let us give you the cornplete facts ou
the Monitor Aerator !Washer today.

EXUM RADIO AND ELECTRK
316 WALNUT ST.
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 207

MONITOR
HOME APPLIANCES
A

LONG

S TR I.D f

Regular $16.95
'

AHEAD

7-Way

Floor Lamp
Includes 3-way (100-200-300) indirect reflectof.bulb
at top, 3 candle-type lights (any or all of which may be
lit at once), and light in base of lamp. A VERY SPECIAL VALUE . . . shop early for best selection!

SYSTEM
The primer for
sealing, hiding
and priming.
The Finish Coat for
protection and lasting
color beauty.
Dependable Protection
Lasting Beauty
Proved Economy

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church St.

WILY

This Week Only!

OK LAUNDRY

s

LITTLE WASHER
OF °THEM ALL!

Mrs. Russell Singleton, Misses Joinn Nelms and Mozelle Nolan were Carr Institute
(continued from front page/
all-day visitors in Memphis on
Wednesday. While in the Bluff City Wiley, Helen Williams, Donna Sue
they enjoyed luncheon at the Pea; Johnston,. Anita Sue Dedmon. Cur- I
tis Boyd, Nancy Gore, Frank Subbody.
tette, Diane Bennett, Alice Gayle
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Arnn are Parker, Wanda Sue Forrest, Wanda
spending the week end in Memphis Nell Holland, David Daniels, Max
McDade.
Grade 4--Beverly Burgess, MarMrs. Harry Rucker is a visitor in
Jackson, Miss., as guest of her sis- garet Lee Harrison, Leah McMahon,
Ivlirian Watt, Bobby Boaz, Charles
ter, Mrs. E. E. Farrell.
Binford, Frank Cardwell, Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Gid Willingham of Edwards, Jere Pigue, Gaylon VarChicago are spending this weeit den, Bobby Cursey, Myra Jackson, •
with relatives and friends in Ful- Martha Hawks, Eugene Holloway,
ton. The Willinghams are former Joyce Fortner, Barbara Sue Brockresidents an dare being extended a man. Jonelle
Madding, Bennie
,ordial welcome during their visit Sams.
Grade 5—Jane Austin Glenda Sue
here.
Brown, Bailey Binford, Follis BenI'Vliss Jane Alley of Memphis spent nett, Kay Cherry, Beverly Cursey,
,he past week end with her parents, Betty Lou Davis, Jean Ann. Hyland,
1Mr. and Mrs. George Alley. She Donald Speight, Ann Voegeli, James
lVaS
accompanied on herreturn Windsor, Don Wright.
Grade 6—Carolyn Allen, Nancy
trip by Miss Mary Royster who Joe Brown, Shirley Easley, Joe
is spending this week with her in Weaver Hill, Martha •Holland, Daw:aemphis.
son Huddleston, Edwin Parker,
Shirley Rashid, Charles Sevier, Emma Lou Shell, Shirley Ann Small,
Young People Enjoy
Mary Davis Weaks, Jimmy Whitnel,
Hayride to Reelfoot
Edward Parker.
Grade 7—Jane White, Louise HanLake; Fifteen Attend
cock, Louise Merryman, Ann LinA real old-fashioned hay-ride was
ton, Jo Ann Latta, Linda Imlay,
enjoyed by a group of young people
Marion Daws, Nancy Breeden, Rosaon Sunday when they motored to
lyn Bennett, Eddie Keiser, Peggy
Reelfoot Lake for a day of early
Cummings, Jack Voegeli.
summer sport. The ride was made
Grade 8—Wendell Norman, Betty
possible through a truck furnished
Jean Gordon, Katherine Johnson,
the group by James Early Bowen.
Barbara Rogers, Linda Sams. TomOn arriving at Reelfoot, swimming,
my Nall, Betty Ann Adams, Nancy
dancing and other activities were
Wilson, Jean Crocker. Betty Sue
indulged in after which the group
Johnson.
enjoyed dinner at Boyett's.
Students on the sixth term honor
Included in the guest list were:
roll who were not on the sernester
Bettye Carter and Bill Adams,
honor roll were:
James Earl Bowen and Carolyn
Grade 1—Martha McFerran.
Carter, Shirlty Maxwell and EuGrade 2--Tommy Latta.
gene Pigue, Elizabeth Ann Roper
Grade 4 — Jacquelyn Edwards,
and- Jere Lowe, Ozell Neighbors
Becky Wiseman.
and Jimmie Hyland, Joann Nelms
Grade &—Bobby Jean Meadows,
and Billy Campbell, Bettie Lu BusLarry Finch, Walter Nelmk.
hart and Darrayl Fuzzal, and Don

When 19 homemakers in Jefferson
The girls from the Cayce Fu- county enrolled last fall in a special
Homemakers of
titre
America course in the tailoring of wool suits
Club and their advisor, Miss Pau- and coats, they not only saved themline Waggener, have just returned :wives a total of almost $4,000, but
from a very enjoyable trip to the tlks helped others to beat the high
ctt‘of clothing.
Mammoth and Onyx caves.
Other points of interest observed I .tiven by Miss Dorothy Threlkeld,
while on the trip were: Western I expert in clothing .construction at
State Hospital, Jefferson Davis I the, UK college of agriculture and
Monument, Bowling Green college! hetrie economics, the intensive fourcampus, the Kentucky Building at day school covered such tailoring
Bowilng Green, Wigwam Village, tf:Icks as shrinkage of wool materKentucky Lake, and Murray State! ials, the making of well-fitting
shoulder pads, how to make a tailcol/ege campus.
The girls going on this trip from oritig cushion for use in pressing out
Cayce were: Charlene Pruett, Wan- Sleeve fulness, correct fitting of wool
da Stallins, Elaine Rice, Manon garinents, sewing in slide fasteners,
Scott, Rheudell Hastings, Linnie ina`king two-piece buttonholes, sewMurrel Hisks,,Sylvia Jackson, Bon- ing' in linings, and pressing to avoid
nie kemp, Earle Ruth Kemp, Wil- shiny seams.
In addition to their own costumes
ma Sue Brasfield, Bobbie Sue
made
at the school, the homemakers
McMurray,
AlBucharman, Patsy
helpmon Bozzell, Ruth Jean Bondur- made 60 other garments, then
ed 62 of their friends. and neighant and Mary Jane Bondurant.
Western F.H.A. girls and their bors, who in turn .made 65 coats
made
advisor, Mrs. J. C. Lawson, and Mr. and suits. Eleven pieces were
garments, such as men's Jackson.
Honest men fear neither the light
and Mrs. Bernie Stallins were also from used
completed
nor the dark.—Thomas Fuller
on this trip. Mr. Stallins was the suits and coats. The list of
An
man's
honest
the
work
noblest
coats
Our great error is that we supbus dpver and a very careful one. garments included children's
of God.—Alexander Pope.
pose mankind more honest than
rAus„,itulton County Board of Edu- and mother and daughter companthey are.—Alexander Hamilton.
catidif cOnsented for the group (..f on costumes.
Men are disposed to live honestly,
.to pipe the Fulton county school
if the means of doing so are open
bUsArlaich was very much appreciat- Revised Directions
to them.—Thonias Jefferson.
ed. .

For Canning Issued

MIGHTIEST

In anticipation of electricity soon
to be available, Mrs. Walter Mason
of the New Chapel Homemakers
club in Hancock county has remodeled her kitchen, according to
Home Agent Judith Rowland. An
electric stove, refrigerator and water pump have been installed, and
the house wired for lighting. Remodelling plans called for the removal of floor-length windows, to
be replaced by short windows over
the sink. Then built-in wall cabinets
were added to make a convenient
U-shaped working area‘ in the kitchen.

Phone 35

$10.95

McDade Furniture Co:
919 Church Street

P1'.one 905
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The Farm cmd Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territo

VOLUME SIXTEEN

FOUND: HOME THAT
COSTS ABOUT $6000

Housing projects being carried on
in Montclair, N. J., are demonstrating that the fastest and most economical way to provide rental
dwellings for war veterans is by
conversion of existing single family houses into apartments. The success of two builders, T. Scovill,
Snyder and C. Wesley Townsend,
in .eonverting apartments into 90
apartments, illustrates
spacious
what ean be accomplished in many
other cities burdened with a housing shortage.

The $6000 house has been found!
It hasn't gone the way of the
nickle ice cream cone and the twopints suit—it's merely moved to
the.small town.
In Tyler, Tex.; Ames, Iowa; or
Rapid City, S. Dak.; you can view
plenty of
new
three-bedroom
homes sporting price tags of $6000
and _under. There's no use searchin the local area—the $6000 home
nas taken up with the $2 shirt and
disappeared.
Discovery
of
the low-priced
home'swhereabouts was made by
the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association. The group surveyed
TUB
current prices of new dwellings
BET
through its members, most of whom
MEI
live in cities of 25,000 population or
LIVING 80014
B RM
less.
16'011'6The survey showed that in cities
of that size, about 23 per cent of
the new houses bulit by lumber
dealers sold for less than $5500 fifty-nine per cent were priced at less
4-.) BA-tii .,-,
than $7500. Some sold for less than
..ITUB -,,i;
-\
$3750. Only 17 per cent were priced
ther than $9000.
iii° ';'
In 1942, Mr. Snyder and Mr.
'k.
- LIVING ROOM
3 8.RM
The survey also revealed that the
Townsend formed Montclair Homes. j
- 15'0"x Ilir §..,
Inc., and invested $7,0170 in the pur- !
lower the cost of a home, the highcL
er percentage of completions. This
chase and remddeling of the firsC
'
l'i- -4
_JNTRANCE
fact, said the association, clearly
house for war workers. Today, their
indicates that contractors are not
capital investment is $400,000 and
giving preference to high cost
more than 50 percent of their 90
homes.
apartments are occupied by young
war veterans and their families.
Small communities get the superior value, said the report, because
°111Y tw° ni°nths elaPse f"" the
'
time a property• is acqUired until
land is cheaper, productivity of lathe apartments are ready for accuHow long has it been since the Bureau of Standards states that bor is highed, and big city restricroof over your head was checked? "a single apparent leak in a badly tive practices in building are abpanry.
Monclair, like many comparable Will the roof continue to ward off weathered roof is usually the sent.
cities of 50,000 population, has ex- the elements for another year, or forerunner of other larger leaks
A typical answer to the survey
perienced a deterioration of large has the weather beaten the "life" that will appear in a relatively came from the Montgomery Lumber
short time. . . There comes a time
and costly 12 and 14-room private out of it?
Co., of Belle Fourche, S. Dak. The
dwellings with an acre or more of
Koofs too often are taken for in the life of a roof on msery firm proudly enclosed a clipping
landscaped ground. To maintain the granttd. Simply because a roof has permanent structure when it is from the local daily showing pichigh standing of the residential given good service for many years, no longer pract!cable or economi- tures of the firm's completed homes.
community, the two builders im- home owners forget that it is the cal to effect repairs. When that
Montgomery's average home sold
proved the exterior of the
old most exposed part of a house, sub- time comes, re-roofing is the only for $5500 and boasted 836 square
homes. yet left their original archi- ject to unremitting atack. Hot solution."
feet of floor area, with two bedtecture virtually intact All outside summer suns bake the roof, and ' There is more to cOnst6r in rooms. The monetary allowance per
to
rains
cool
it.
Winter's
snows
and
selecting
construction
a. roof than just its ini- lot was $350, contrasted to the $1000.
"work 43s, lienited
sof.-necessary 1ire escapes in the rear. ice freeze it, and with blowitig from tial cost. A roof not only should and up paid by builders for lots in
Valipleti also provide a _star privato every direction seek to Lip and tear provide trouble-free service for- the District.
"'many years, but alio it should beauapartmants; enclose- it.
isstranre ta
,111.11
A Rat:tile tWis.) firnt eeplied Mat
** of open pOrches to provide exMost parts of a houlle "scream" tify the home by its rich texture its
newly completed ' two-story
tra bedtooms: painting and redeco- for attention before it is too late. and blended colors, arid protect the brick. three bedrooms, 1 1-2 baths,
rating, antl recovering curled and Paint flakes and chips. The fur- home from the danger of sparks or 1080 square feet of floor area home
**Mho-beaten roofs
with
fire- nace "acts up." The refrigerator flying embers. The _ National Fire sold for $9600.
registant asphalt shingles. The gets noisy. But a roof silently does Protection Association reports that
Co/or of the asphalt shingles har- its job until weather finally takes flammable roofs are a major cause
of fire and the principal cause of
monizes with the sidewalls of the its toll. Then, water seeps in.
/louse and neighboring bores.
If ignored roofers warn that ' conflagrations.
Roofing. such as fire-resistant
Law Rent for Apartments
moister may rot the roof deck, or
Aportment : rents have been the wood in the deck may swell asphalt shingles, generally may be
maintained at a low level, aver- and buckle and tear the roof cov- applied over the old roof, eliminataging slightly more than $60 a ering. Often, water may make its ing the expense and mess of removexisting covering.
smooth_ A 4I„,i room apartment, °en- way inside the walls and emerge ' ing the
slating Of a spacious living room fat- from the source of the leak, I
-with it fireplace, two bedrooms, a cracking the plaster and staining l Contaminated equipment in the
brooder house or shipping room
modern kitchen and bath rents for the wallpaper.
and the hands and clothing of pout.
Patching Roof Seldom Pays
:3112 a month, including gas, electriUnless a roof is replaced before try attendants are prolific vehicles
.city and water. The apartment is
one of six in a former 14-room sin- it ends its useful life, the interior for spreading pullorum disease.
family home which retains its of the house may require repairs.
-look' of a private residence. The And the cost is likely to exceed I It is possible for people to coni
tract severe eye infection while
house has an acre of landscaped the price of a new roof.
Patching an old roof seldom handling poultry affected with
ground around to plant vegetable
pays. H. R. Snoke of the U. SH Newcastle disease.
and flower gardens,

(
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.
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CHECK YOUR ROOF BEFORE 'SNEAK
LEAKS' BRING DANGEROUS ATTACKS

OF gO.

$1( 0 FOR
BOOKS, ITEV

P PERS OR l'i,`/,'..:7;:
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REMODELING OLD HOMES OFFERS GOOD
WAY TO PROVIDE HOMES FOR VETERANS

it
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GIVE YOUR
ROOMS THIS
BEAUTY
TREATMENT
Transform dingy woodwork, floors and furniture
into things of unbelievable beauty with Granitoid
Enamel. ... Brushes on smooth as silk; spreads
quickly and evenly; dries in a few hours into a hard.,
glossy finish of lasting beauty.... One coat usually
enough.... Washable, water-repellent, and so easy,
to clean and keep clean!

GRANITOiD ENAMEL
Goes further, too. One pint, for example, is enough
for breakfast table and four chairs ... or one pint will cover half a dozen chairs. Many lovely colors
from which to choose. Come in today and get free
color chart! You'll be ourprised bow inexpensively
you can beautify rooms and furnishings!

KRAMER
LUMBER COMPANY
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 98
./,

FULTON, KY.

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

Thanks a million...have a Coke

Your Private
Safe
Safeguard your valuable papers and family treasures. A private safe deposit box in our fireproof vault can be opened
only with your key. It costs so little for this security that you
can't affortd NOT to rent one. Stop in to inquire about our
safe deposit boxes today. Choice of four convenient sizes.

Fulton Bank
BOTTLED UNDER AUDIONIY OF THE CDCA-COLA

CO/Army

Fulton Coca-Coln Bottling Company 44i

"You'll Like Our Bank"
Member F.D.I.C.

DESIGNED FOR SURBURBAN LIVING

Contemporary styling of t h e
traditionally appealing Southern t
Colonial architecture is reflected in
this spacious two-story house designed by Architect Maurice E.
Thornton, 5892 Compton Drive, Indianapolis, Ind. Designated as his
plan No. 14-L-26, it is adaptable to
a 60-foot suburban lot or rural acreage. The living and working centers
are planned to take full advantage
of a southern exposure.
The architect recommends brick
veneer on the front under the twostory portico, a roof of lire-resistant
asphalt shingles in a dark color to
give a pleasing contrast to the wide,
white clapboard siding.
The house contains 25,700 cubic
feet o/Ospace, including a full basement, two-car attached garage, and
the large porch with the tall, stately columns. Construction costs for
most localities are estimated at $12,800.
There are many interesting features of the floor planning to provide maxijaam livability. The liv+Mg morn: 20 by 13 feet with a fireplace, is combined with the dining
room, and both are easily reached
-from the kitchen. The lavatory on
'the first floor is located in the side
entrance hall, adjacent to the kitellen. Space is provided in the kitchen for a built-in,circular breakfast nook.

orative borders and designs in appropriate areas.
Compact working a reas.
De luxe stove with pressure cooker built-in controls and tempera-

improve the applearance and con- 1 1Y low! supply, drain pipes that
A contractor stationed his Imo.venience of the combined unit.
Iclog, badly flowing water, inade- man on the other side of a wall 1st
Modernization of the kitchen eli- quate supply of electrical' outlets a newly finished dwelling anci!
minates many complaints voiced by and lack of sunlight.
then called out, "Can you heal:.
home owners. Lack of cabinet space
me?" "yes, 'I can," rejoined the.
guags.
ture
is always included on "pet peeve"
Swine erysipelas exists in nearly foreman. 'Can you see me?" theBuilt-in wall radio and clock.
polls.
every state where swine are raised. contractor next called out. "No:Recessed flourescent lighting,
Other items on the list of griev- The annual national loss from this replied the foreman. "That comsink.
over
light
additional
with
ances include refrigerators that are I disease is more than 12 million dol- mented the contractor, "is what
Double porcelain sink, with hose
not large enough to store the fami- lars.
call a good wall!"
automatic
and
spray, disposal unit
dishwater.
Plenty of work counter area,
linoleum
with stainless steel and
cover tops.
cabinets,
At least 12 overhead
work
the
under
20
another
with
counters. Units would be of various
racks,
sizes and would include cup
cookbook racks, tinned pullout
trays for utensils, felt-lined trays
and
for silver, insect proof cake
bins,
bread boxes, sugae and flour
decoraand other functional and
tive devices.
Adjustable shelves for storage

PORCH
12',1 a'

3,
'

KITCHEN

DINING RM.

9*-2-

19' 11'6'
LAV.

•'

HALL
LIVING RM.
ENTRY

20' /3'

POR.TICO
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

BEDROOM

BEDROOM
13'-3'•9-6'

.

FELL:
HALL
BATH L
C

•

BEDROOM
/6•-6- I. /3'

•

areas.
Linoleum-covered floor.
At least one maid and a moneymaking - machine for hubty to pay
the bills.
architectural
prevailing
The
style of a decade or more ago called
tor an unusually large kitchen,
which is no longer necessary because of developments in compact
kitchen equipment.
Many .existinl homes, however,
still contain much unused kitchen
space which could easily be given
over to a dining alcove. Installation
of modern kitchen cabinets and rearrangement of equipment help to

INTRODUCING

SECOND FLOOR_ PLAN
On the second floor are threa
bedrooms, two closets in each room
and an extra closet in the large
bathroom. The full basement provides space for heating equipment,
:.!_zr.(71.y :Aid a game room.

new
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HOSIERY:

. . nationally advertised

in all leading magazines!

GREAT GRANDrAgs SAVINGS
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••• help speed today's new trains and
provide transportation tools
valued at $20,000 for every
Illinois Central worker.
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Ifs savings like yours, invested over several
generations, that have helped build the Illinois
Central and other railroads.
On the Illinois Central such investment has
added up to some 765 million dollars—roundly
220,000 for each of the 40,000 members of
our railroad family.
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With the tools provided by this investment,
each Illinois Central worker last year moved
1.350 passengers and 1,700 tons of freight.

or

The ability to provide such tools depends on
_what is left over after paying operating expenses and tames. On the Illinois Central this
amounted in 1946 to 3'i% of the present
investment. For all railroads it was 2%'%.
Both are far short of the 6% most people
think is needed.
Railroads must earn enough to sustain and
improve their service for the sake of those
who Idok to them for transportation—those
whose friendship and patronage the Illinois
Central is determined to continue to deserve.

MAIN LINE OF MID -AMERICA

With the advent of summer ‘Veath2—Materials should be selected to
er and a steady increase in the sup- best meet the functional requireply of most building materials, ments of the buildings. Only the
farmers will be able to put into ac- highest quality of materials availtion long delayed pla'ns for repair- able should be used on permanent
ing and modernizing their homes structures, such as barns, to asand production buildings.
sure long service at low maintenFurther encouragement comes ance cost.
3—Proper application, perferably
from the Civilian Production Administration which has raised the by experienced workmen, is vital.
application
of asphalt
1:rnit on the amount of money that Faulty
can be spent for such work. On shingles usually is the cause of
farms of five acres or more, i,.:5000 t premature failure of the material to
may be spent repairing and re- do the job it is designed to do.
modelling production buildings. On Field studies indicate that up to 40
farms of less than five acres, the percent, more service may be oblimit remains at $1000. Fdr moder- tained from asphalt roofing by carenizing farm dwellings, the existing fu/ selection of the. material for
the purpose to be served and proplimit of $400 bas been retained.
These expenditures may be made er application.
without obtaining a CPA permit.
/1 necessity can be established,
more extensive construction may be
undertaken by applying for a CPA
perrnit through the County Agent.
Materials Situation Improves
Recent official reports of the U.S.
Department of Commerce indicate
that the situation as regards lumber
The modern streamlined kitchen
and other improving materials is which most women dream of enjoysteadily improving and that the ov- ing some day is a $3000 vision.
er-all supply will be greater this
That's the estimated cost of a
Spring. This is especially true of
kitchen
scientifically
equipped
asphalt roofing products, perhaps with
new appliances, with scores of
the most essential building material
shelves, cabinets, de-luxe stove and
uSed on farms. Last year the asrefrigerator, tiled walls and ceilphalt roofing industry set a new
ing, sink with dishwater and garproduction record in providing 86 bage
disposal
unit, flourescent
percent of all the roofing material
lighting and scientific ventilation.
produced in the United States.
The $300 figure is an estimate by
In reconditioning farm producIkea buildings agriculture engineers William S. Graham, who has been
emphasize these important consid- making women-folk 000hh and aahh
for 20 years in the remodeling of
erations: (1) proper selection and
old kitchnes or equipping of new
application of materials; (2) a
careful check on daily chores to ones.
An average housewife, unhameliminate time-wasting steps and
to permit more efficient use of the pered by lack of funds, would orbuildings, farm tools and equip- der the following for her dream, super-duper kitchen:
ment.
12 by 20 feet floor area, includA recent time-and-motion study
in a 16-cow dairy barn resulted in ing a built-in breakfast nook.
Tiled walls and ceilings, with decan 18 percent increase in efficiency
which enabled the farmer to add
three more cows to his herd with no
VI .
increase in labor costs. This was
accomplished by adjustments in the
daily chores and minor alternations
in the physical layout of the barn.
Many state agriculture. colleges are
.n-laking basic time-and-motion studICS, frequently
involving building
rearrangement. These are available
for anyone desiring to check. his
farm efficiency.
Proper Application Essential
In selection and application of
building materials, these points are
emphasized:
1—The first essential of satisfactory protection of buildings and
their contents is a soundly constructed, weathertight roof with a
fire-resistant covering such as asphalt shingles which Will resist
NEAR FREIGHT DEPOT
sparks and windblown embers.
Seldon J. and Joe

'DREAM KITCHEN' WILL
COST $3000 PLUS,
EXPERT SAYS
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W. A. JOHNSTON, President

REPAIR OF FARM BULDINGS AIDED
BY INCREASED MATERIALS SUPPLY
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TIRES- BATTERIES-TIRES
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WHY PAY MORE ?
Just Received—Large Shipment
MONTGOMERY WARD RIVERSIDE TIRES
MONTGOMERY WARD RIVERSIDE BATTERIES

Special Guaranteed 51.1 Tires of
Well Known Brands

1111
%ilk into the loveliness
of spring in the loveliness
ef Prim Hosiery. Model
Molded to hug your legs
smooth se skin.

600 x 16 ..... $10.95. tax 'included
650 x 16 .... $12.95, tax included
700 x 16
$15.95, tax included

100% NYLON
15 denier, 51 gauge

$1.95

30 denier, 51 gauge

1.95

30 denier, 45 gauge

1.49

L. KASNOW
Lake Street,

Fulton

FOR YOUR PICK-UP TRUCK
6-PLY HEAVY DUTY COMMERCIA'. 7:1ES
NEW GUARANTEED
600x16 Rayon - - - $15.95
SECONDS
650x16 Rayon - - - $17.95

SPECIAL

-1(

FREE MOUNTING AND INSTALLING

MAKE YOUR ,GRAIN WORTH MORE
';
Bring it in and we will

We carry the largest stock of Grade 1 Tires, Seconds, Rejects and Adjustrnents in the South.

grind and mix it with

SHOP WITH US BEFORE YOU BUY!

Purina Concentrates to

make balanced rations '
for livestock and poultry.
1

Truck, Passenger Car and Tractor Tires, Tubes and Batteries —
CAN SAVE YOU UP TO 50 PERCENT.

WE

FULTON TIRE SERVICE

REED BROTHERS
PHONE 620
M. Reed, Owners

WHOLESALE—RETAIL
4th and Depot Sts.

. Phone 904

Fulton, Kentucky
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FIGHT AGAINST LIVESTOCK DISEASES
NEEDS SUPPORT OF RURAL SCHOOLS

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
uation of her neise, Betty Ann DavMr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt spent
An orphan colt may be raised on
Horses with wire Cuts on their
is.
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and a mixture of 20 oz. of
cow's milk legs should not be turned out on
Mrs. Ball of Dyer, Tenn., is spend- Mrs. D. Nelson and atetnded dec- and 12 oz. of
lime water, fed at the wet grass or weeds because water
ing a few days with her daughter. _nation at Mt. Mariah cemetery.
rate of 4 oz. every two hours dur- retards the healing of such wounds.
Mrs. Eston Browder and Mr. Browing the first two weeks of'' life.
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
der.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell and
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman C.ollier arrived home from Detroit Monday
after a few days stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown „and Mr.
Water—chinking water — eveis
and Mrs. William McClanahan and ..ehere?
daughter, Joan attended the all
This is a question the American ,
day home coming at Harmony Sun- Veterinary
Medical Association is!
day.
asking livestock owners this week
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. in a seasonal keynote to
production
Roy Bard and family and Mrs. A.M. !osses among farm animals.
Browder were Mr. and Mrs. Horner
"If the answer isn't Yes," says '
Weatherspoon and son, Dan, Mrs. the AVMA, "then it's almost
a cerLouie Bard. Mrs. John E. Bard and tainly your livestock are not
proiil
daughter, Jackie.
ducing at maximum effisiency."
Lack of water is the most comSara Little of Crutchfield is
spendinss a few days this week witti mon deficiency in rations for farm
animals. While giving devoted atJoan McClananan.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Bard and Mr. tention to vitamins g.nd minerals
and Mrs. Clyde Bowles spent :Sun- and proteins many farmers unwitday in Pulaski, Ill., with relatives. ingly neglest the water requireMr. and Mrs. Mac Burrow and ments of their animals.
Water readily and plentifully
son, John spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts. available does amazing things from
the standpoint of animal health and
production, the 'AVMA points out.
For example, dairy cows with a
drinking cup will consume over 15
per cent more water than when
allowed to drink only in the morning and evening and, because of
this larger intake, will yield an additional 10 per cent of butterfat. If
clean, fresh water is available, layMayfield's former 250 watt radio.station -has
ing hens will drink a quart for each
pound of grain they eat, while
advanced to
without it they eat less grain and
lay fewer eggs.
Having water near the feed is
especially important for swine, the
Association says. Growing and fattening pigs make many trips from
the- self-feeder to the fountain, and
if this distance is great they will
eat less and exercise more.
Horses working in hot weather
We invite you to tune to 1050 on your dial and
need water often and without it
test our new clear station. We would appreciate
they are apt to develop heat stroke.
The Association suggests that every
cards or letters advising us how WKTM is hearcl
time the driver takes a drink, he
should see that his team gets one
in your area.
too.

By giving instruction in the
prinsiplcs • of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
livestock
health,
America's rural schools could per- Frields a 9 lb. miss at Haws Clinic
form a never-ending service in ani- April 27, their first. The young lady
mal disease prevention, according to will answer to the name of Karen
Dr. John R. Mohler of Washington, Gayle.
D. C., ex-ctrief of the U. S. Bureau
of Animal Industry and internaPALESTINE
tionally
recognized
veterinary
Shelby Davis, Jr. left Sunday for
scientist.
In a communication to officials of his home in Indiana after a visit
the American Veterinary Medical with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis'ThompAssociation, Dr. Mohler stressed the son and other relatives and to atfact that "whether we lick some of tend the graduation of his sister,
the livestock diseases threatening , Betty Ann Davis.
us or whether these disease lick us' Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Davidson
instead may well depend upon the visited Mr. and Mrs. Druie Inman
attitude of the'nation's future live- Sunday afternoon.
stock producers—today's country
Helen King arrived Saturday
school children."
from Detroit to spend a week with
Dr. Mohler praised the work
, her parents, MI% and Mrs. Percy
the 4-1-1 clubs and the Future Farm- King.
•ers of America in promoting "sound i Mrs. Lavenia Thompson
has re.
understanding of livestask health turned to her home
in Eustis, Fla.,
and management" among the na- attder attending the funeral
of her
tion's youth, but added that much aunt, Mrs. Torn Allen and
the gradremains to be done along this line
and that it will tajce classroom instruction to fulfill the requirement.
He said that in some foireign
countries, children in elementary
schools are encouraged to bring
farm animals of their personal
choice to school with theist in connection with regularly scheduled
;lasses on animal care and disease
prevention. With the help of a local
veterinarian, the teachers ot these
classes keep a scorecard on each
pupil and grade him monthly according to the healt
.h, growth and
chwelopment of the animal. Girl:
as well as boys, from 6 years up.
participate and prizes are awarded
annually 'for the highest snore.
Citing an example, Dr. Mohler
said that in Trinidad (British West
Indies) prior to the war, about 7,000
children were enrolled in this type
of instruction and together they
owned nearly 11,000 animals.
Just as all schools give .slosses on
personal hygiene to help pupils to
better health, so should
rural
schools hold classes on animal
health when possible, Dr. Mohler
declared. "By giving children the
inspiration to make every-animal a
healthy animal, in a generation or
two we can put an end to the costly
ravages ot mastitis, brucellosis and
Whatever the weatherrnan may say, indisputable proof that spring
is truly
other major diseases of livestock,"
here and summer is on the way comes from the ever-fait
hful circus, most
((liable harbinger of fair weather to come. Sprucing up betweev
he said.
showings,
the
circus maintains its luster for young and old, and one way it's done is
As chief of the U.S. Buresu of
shown
here. Pretty Kay Clarke gets elephantine assistance in keeping
Animal Industry from 1917 to 1943,
Chevrolet glistening, as old Blanche, queen of the Cole Bros. Circus her new
"peerless
Dr. Mohles dire.sted the campaign:pack of ponderous pachyderms," lends a hand ... er, trunk.
that brought virtual eradication of
bovine tuberculosis and tick lever
of cattle—campaigns which along
with other disease-control activities
livestock the
America's
made
healthiest and most productive in
the world. It was also largely
through Dr. Mohler's efforts that
strict embargoes were maintained
against meat and livestock importations from countries where foot and
mouth disease prevailed.

STOCK NEED PLENTY
INTAKE OF LIQUIDS

The Home of

ICED WINES

Myrick's Liquors
Depot Street

• One Trunk NOT Standard Equipment

7

PROHIBITION
PAYS...

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
Watts, twin boys on the past Monday at their home near Sprout's
Levee and both passed away a few
hours after birth. Sympathy is extended the young parents in the
loss of their first born.
Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings arrived this week from Detroit for
several days stay with their daughter, Mrs. Doyle Frields, who is a
patient at the Haws Memorial.
Mr. Bill Farmer and Ralph True
of St. Louis were here to visit with
their relatisk Mr. Fount Gibson
retired merchant of this villiage and
who is so very skit.
Larry, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rickman has just undergone a minor operation at Haws
Clinic. He is doing nicely and been
dish-kissed.
Miss Bonnie Ruth Cherry, Wing°, Ky., spent the past weekend
here with relatives.
Jonelle Cunningham, Dresden,
Tenn., spent the week here with
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs! Ed
Frields.
Wayne Doron and familx, of Newark, N. J. are here for a few weeks
with parents and relatives.. Wayne
is now employed at White Castles
Inc., and is engaging help to send
to the eastern coast. Young men,
an opportunity awaits you with
transportation furnished.
Mr. R. O. Vincent of Detroit is
spending a few weeks with relatives and friends round about this
locality.
Robert David McClure left for
New Jersey where he goes in employment with the White Castles.
Mr. John Rhodes remains about
the same suffering from complications of many weeks. Rest is distrubed at night due to such pain in
his heel and limb.

WHOM?
Not everybody lcees when Prohibition comes
in.
The bootlegger profits. His business grows.
The gangster profits. He gets a job.
The grafter profits. His billfold bulges.
Even some honest folks prosper.
The merchant in the wet county gets a lot
of business from citizens of "dry" counties

WKTM

1000 Watts

If used properly, pheoothiazine
works wonders in eliminating many
kinds of intestinal parasites of
tarm animals, but it fails disastrously when improperly administered.
Unregulated traffic in infected and
exposed cattle is one of the chief

1050on your dial!

NOTICE
To Democratic Voters of Fulton County
Don't Lose Tour Vote
JUNE 3RD IS THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER IF YOU VOTE IN
THE PRIMARY ELECTION ANGUST 2ND.
The year, 1947,, is one of the most important years in the history of the
Democratic Party in Kentucky. This is the year in which the Democrats
in Kentucky must recapture the state administration __by _ the __election of
Democrats to all state offices in November. This is the year in which we
lay the foundation to give an overwhelming majority' to the Democratic
nominee for President and our own candidate United States Senator in
the year 1948
All of the ex-servicemen realize the importance of these &ming _elections. Many of you were too young to register before entering the service.

—who prefer to shop away from home.
Who loses under Prohibition?

We all have neighbors and friends w ho are not registered and it is our
duty to see that they are registered.

Bootleggers don't pay taxes, so you lose
tax revenues.
Bootleggers sell to minors, so your children
lose the protection offered by Legal Control.
Honest workers lose honest wages for honest work.
Legal Control — our present system — is your
insurance policy against these losses. Let's
keep

No Fee is charged for- Registering
and no Poll Tax is required.
See the County Court Clerk or his
Deputy before June 3.

Legal Cga4Wal

JUSTIN ArrEBERY
KINTUCKY SIMVERS, DISTILLERS a DISTRIBUTOkS
On* of Kintucky's VoNgig. gtc1 Friftoricci MAO*

Chairman of Fulton County
Democratic Executive Conunittee
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Your Parade Of Hits From "The Jolson Story"
It's back' The Jolson Story....the sthson's
top musical.....the melodic life story of one of
America's best loved singers. The JOLSON .
sToRY is full of hits that the nation has
been humming for years

just as Fulton merchants offer "hit" items
that are 7year-in-and-year-out favorites. So
come see the picture; see it again if you saw
it last time.....and look over this _parade of
merchandise hits now!

Returning To Fulton
By Poplar Denta*d!

'SONNY BOY'

niv

and 7 other top tunes
from the show are in
the

FULTON

AL JOLSON DECC;A ALBUM
NOW IN STOCK!

Wed.rThur.

C

by

•
REGULAR ADNIISSION

SONG TffLES USED ON THIS PAGE BY PERMISSION OF THE PUBLISHERS

•Rockabye Your Baby
• April Showers
• Swannee
* California, Here I Come
• My Mammy
• You Made Me Love You
* Sonny Boy
• My Blushing Rosie
We also have the show's current hit: "ANNIVERSARY SONG" in single records.

%fir/
.

A

•,

Great _Picture!

•

*

OWErN AND BOGGfSS
GULF SERVKE
Gas. oil and accessories

FULTON ELECTRIC AND FURN. CO,

1
it4

leatietv to•

319 Walnut St.

'I'M WAITING
ROBERT E. LEE'
MILTON TUCKER tREAM STATION
because my Grade "A"

Phone 62

Ph. 507

We have a new line
of
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
•

covicolo

reteives high prices.

Carr, Lake and State Line

"Old Spice.' Toiletries

TERRIFIC IN
MATCHLESS
CAV4CADE
OF GLORIOUS
MUSICAL ,.,;. ENTERTAINMENT!

to send my cream to

Washing and greasing our specialty:

'APRIL SHOWERS'

LEY F

FOR THE

111 East State Line

now that my car is being cared for

J 1120 E

SHOW TIME: 2:40, 7:10, 9:35

The album includes

'I'M SITTING ON TOP
OF THE WORLD'

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
'The MULL Store"
.
216 Lake

Phone 93

'I WANT A GIRL'

*Mammy!
who likes

t,6 get

prompt service when

she walks in; who likes to get friendly •

PARKS. EVELYNIINAIMA DENEST•Bill GOONON

co-operation in her buying, who, wants

AMERICA'S FAVORITE MOTION PICTURE!
YOU'LL WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN AND AGAIN!

QUALITY GROCERIES and TOP-

Our specialty: businessmens'
LUNCH
It's the kind of lunch that sticks to
your ribs. Our prompt service and good
food keep 'em coming back again and
again. May we serve YOU .. tomorrow?

"LIZA"
gives you homey meals tiv,,,o•

SMITH'S CAFE
'YOU MADE ME
LOVE YOU'

• We know you like to see a full dish, and not the de
plate. . . . so we pile it on generously at the
the

GROCERY STORE to come to

SAWYER'S MARKET

n the bottom of
•r

'BY THE LIGHT OF THE

STEAK HOUSE

SILVERY MOON'

Phone 133

You'll love ALL of
the pretty little sty' lish creations that we
are featuring for the
vr
summer!

W. V, ROBERTS
AND SON

GRADE MEATS from a FIRST-CLASS •

or at any Otht time:

"California Here I Come"

The most complete line of liquors in
West Kentucky!

When you bring your car to us arifl let our expert rnectonics work it over,
you can head for the distant places/ kias5Vabg

ouCRS

BOB VVHITE IVIOTOR

"Our values are the best
la town."

228 Fourth St.
ifiltfr1111141761/MifirircillIfferii

, Phone 60

442 Lake Street

Phoni'237
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